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PREPACK
.
A study of the wavo forms of alternating currents is one
of the fundamental subjects in the application of alternating
currents. Theoretically the sine wave is the ideal, and
designers aim toward this end.
In the writing of this thesis, the writers attempted to
make a study of some of the different forms of waves, what
causes that particular shape, its effect on the operation of
the machines, and the analysis of the waves.
It may be said that the field wa3 too broad to be covered
in this thesis, and the --ork coiisisted chiefly of the
determination of wave forms by means of the method described
in the Bureau of Standards 'Bulletin No. 87. originated by
T. R. Lyle'^; also, determination of waves by the oscillograph
method; and the analy3is of the wave fortnti.
The difficulties encountered in working with the apparatus
were numerous. The Bureau of Standards Bulletin does not
describe the apparatus in detail, hence a large portion of the
experimental work consisted in the determination of some of
the details to give accurate results, and those which would
check with the oscillograpn.
''"Philosophical Magazine, Nov. 190^6.

HISTORICAL.
Before proceetling wit'n any dosoripiion of the different
forms of apparatus that have been devised for the determination
of the wave formo of alternating currents, a general class-
ification of the various forms may bo helpful. 'I'hey may be
divided into three general classes which are:
1. Contact methods.
( a ) By instantaneous contact.
( b ) By contact continued through a half cycle.
2. Oscillograph methods.
3. Methods combining classes 1 and 2.
Early investigators realized that the wave form of an
alternator was something definite, and supposed, from the
mathematics of the case, that theoretically it should follow
the form of the sine wave. It was highly desir^able, however,
to compare the theory with the practice. In searching for a
method of doing this, use was made of the fact that for any
definite position of the armature of an alternator, the E.M.P.
has a certain definite value. Now, if this instaneous E.M.F.
could be used to charge a condenser which v/ould in turn
discharge through a voltmeter or galvanometer, the indication
would be in proportion to tne instantaneous E.M.K. for that
given position. By taking a series of similar observations,
ordinates would be obtained, which when plotted against
angular position as abscissas xvould give the wave form of the
current measi.;red.
Joubert has been given credit for first having obtained
the curve of alternating current wave forms, for in 1880 he

devised an apparatus for obtalninn; wave forma in connection
with his Gxporiments on the Jablochkoff candle. His apparatus
was of the instantaneous contact typr and consii^ited esisont i.all
y
of a projecting pin carried by the armature; this pin making
contact with a metallic brush carried on an insulating arm
which could be adjusted at v;ill over an arc concentric with
the armature shaft, and so arranged that its angul?.r position
could be read. This contact closed the circuit connecting the
alternator v;ith a condenser, across which the voltmeter or
galvanometer was connected.
At about tMs time Prof, Thomas independently invented
a similar device and deserves an equal share of the credit
for the invention. This was also of the instantaneous contact
type and consisted of a pin secured to the armature of the
alternator in such a manner as to press toa!;ether the two leaves
of' a circuit key once each revolution. This key closed the
circuit between the alternator, condenser, and current indicator.
During the next few years no fundamental changes in the
design of this type of apparatus were made, though, as the
apparatus was very largely used, many mechanical refinements
were made from time to time. Among these refinements may be
m'-ntioned the attempt to secure smoother running and more
certain contact.
This brought out different forms of the device, one being
shown in Fig, 1, which is taken from Franklin and Esty's
Elements of Electrical Engineering, Vol.2.
From the figure this device is seen to consist of a disk
of insulating material fixed to the rotating shaft of the

alternator v/hoso wave form is to be determined.
Fig. 1.
A thin metal brush b' rubs on the edge of this disk and
makes momentary contact once per revolution "'ith a narrov,^ metal
strip s which is set in the edre of the disk. The brush b' is
supported on a sector pp which slids around on the inner ed^-e
of the divided circle cd, and the reading on the divided circle
of the mark M indicates the position of the brush b'
.
One te minal of the condenser C is permanently connected
to one collector ring r of the alternator by means of the
brush b, and the other terminal of C is conriected to the bru.'.h
b' and thence through the strip s and wire a to the other
collector ring r'
.
The voltmeter V must take a very small current in order
that the condenser may bo able to supply the current during
the intervals betv/een the contacts, virithout perceptible decrease
of voltage across the condenser terminals.
The sector pp is shifted step by step around the divided
circle, and the circle and voltmeter readings taken for each
position. A complete cycle of E.M.F. values is obtained by

shifting tho aoctor pp over the angular distance between two
adjacent similar poles of the field map:net. In plotting the
curve, the circle readings are laid off as abscissas, and the
voltmeter readings as ordinates.
In further description of the use of all types of instan-
taneous contact wave tracers, it may be said that to obtain
tho E.M.F. curve, the apparatu.^^ is supplied with voltage from
the machine or transformer at a pressure of surh value to be
easily measured on an ordinary Weston voltitieter. To obtain the
current curve, the current to be measured is sent through a
non-inductive resistance of such value that the I'^ drop across
it may be measured by a Millivoltmeter or galvanometer. To
obtain a flux curve, a temporary test coil may be wound on
the specimen through which the flux is flowing and the current
taken from this sent through the apparatus and the values
noted on the voltmeter or galvanomete-. It is to be noticed,
however, in the laot two cases that the voltage readings are
not absolute, but are proportional values.
Of course it is understood that current which may have
gone through a number of pieces o^" apparatus may be measured
by the wave tracer provided that it be of exactly the same
freauency at which the contact maker is runnir^g. This
necessitates that the apparatus be positively driven at the
same speed as the wave tracer, such as would occur by parallel-
ing another alternator with the machine by which the contact
maker is driven, or by any combinations of static transformations
Fig. 2 shows a sketch taken from Vol. VII, Trans. A.I.E.E.
of the contact maker used by Ryan in 1889 in his early

5.
experirnenta v/ith the static transformer.
Fig. S.
The figure is self explanatory, since this is practically
identical with those previously described.
In 1893 Bedell devised an unique form of contact maker
shown in Pig. rs, taken from Vol. X, Trann. A.I.E.K.
Fig. 3.

The whole instrument is supported by a stationary frame P.
The shaft S is connected to the armature shaft of the
alternator and carries the metal disk D. The needle K projects
from this disk and forms one side of the contact through the
frame F. The other side of the contact is formed by a fine
solid water jot which issues from the nozzle at J. The nozzle
is well insulated from the framo by hard rubber. This jet
should be applied with a h. ad o ' about six or eight feet.
Electrical connection to the jet is made by a wire passing
through the tube and soldered to the nozzle. The needle cuts
the water jet once each revolution as the jet is set at a slight
angle to the disk, and the contact is said to be well defined
and unvarying. The nozzle of the water jet is car\^ied upon an
index disk I, which can be revolved into any position, and is
held there by the screw C. Its position is indicated by the
pointer P. A little salt is necessr.ry in the water to render
it conductive.
Certain investigators maintained that the appreciable
time during which the contact was made, was , in some cases,
a source of error; so Prof. Adams devised the contact shown by
Pig. 4, taken from Vol. XVI, Trans. A.I.E.E.

From the sketch it ia aeon that the contact will bo
practical j.y instantaneous, for the same blow that close., the
circuit opens it and almost simultaneously.
The next typo of contact maker is that in which the
contact is continued through a half cycle. Townsend was one
of the earlier users of this method.
Since this type of apparatus forms the principal part
of this thesis, a later chapter will be devoted to the
discussion of the theory and a more detailed description of the
apparatus. Briefly, however, this principle involves the use
of some form of commutator or contact device capable of
establishing connection between the alternator and indicating
instrument for a certain definite half period of each complete
cycle; thus for a given setting, the contact might be over the
period from a to b, Fig. 5, and the reading of the indicating
instrument would be the average of the K.Iv^.F, over that
period and would be a steady deflection, the absolute value -^f
which viTould be some function of the flux, current, or E.M.F,
measured. Thus for different positions of the brushes on the
coinmutator, different half cycles would be averaged, and
the ordinate s of the required curve found.
The apparatus as used by Townsend was of the simplest
form, as shown in Fig. 6, which is a diagraraatic sketch taken

from Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 17, p. 6.
Fig. 6.
Referring to fig. 6, the contact disk is rigidly secured
to the revolving alternator shaft. The brush f is carried by
a movable arm so that it may be clamped in any angular position
around the circumference of the disk. An index scale is also
provided to show the angular position of the brush. V/ith the
disk as shown the contact would be maintained for a half
revolution, so that if the contact is to be^ for a half cycle
it is seen that this particular disk could be used only on a
two pole machine and a time constant is involved, for the
instrument is connected to current only half the time.
This form may be applied to an alte nator with n poles
by using n/2 contact segments, each with a contact arc equal
to one n th of the total circumference of the disk.
The time constant is eliminated and practically a
continuous contact is maintained between the alternator and
the indicating instrument in the wave tracer used by T.R.Lyle,
Fig. 7 shows the apparatus as described in the

Philosophical Magazino for Nov. 1903.
Fig. 7.
As will be seen from the figure, R is a rotating
commutator carried by the alternator shaft. The core of this
commutator is composed of some insulating material, and two
conducting surfaces are placed on the cylinder as shown. A and
B are called the fixed brushes, trougi-i construction is simplified
by having at least one of them move with the movable brushes
G and D. The effect is the same as though they were stationary
for both A and K are in permanent contact with the same section
of the commutator. The movable brushes are spaced,- one
exactly ninety degrees in advance of the other,,and as the
breaks in the conducting surface of the commutator are also
ninety decrees apart, the connection to G and D is reversed
four times per revolution.
The brushes are carried by insulating arms attached to
a carrier whic?i may be moved by a tangent screw, so that the
contact of brushes G and D ma; be given any position around
the commutator. The carrier is provided with a scale graduated

in degrees so that the position of the brushes may be noted.
The brushes A and B are connected to the source of
current, and the brushes and D connected to the voltmeter.
The form of the commutated current, for a certain position
of the brushes, as delivered to the voltmeter is shown in
fig. 8. This is similar to the Bureau of Standards modification
of the method as described later.
Fig. 8.
Thus far all the wave tracers described have obtained
wave forms by individual ordinates of the curve. We now come
to the oscillograph, which gives us a picture of the complete
curve.
The most important and essential part of the oscillograph
is an extremely delicate galvanometer. The natural period of
vibration of the mirror suspension must be so short and its
movement so free that it will follow accurately all the
instantaneous changes in the current impressed upon it. If now
an alternating current be impressed upon such a galvanometer,
and an intense light be directed upon the mirror, a beam of
light will be reflected back, which, if allowed to fall on a
ground glass placed some distance from the rai^ror and parallel
to its normal position, will appear as a line instead of a point.
This is due to its rapid vibration. If a photographic plate
or film be moved rapidly through the position of the ground

glass and at a uniform rate, an image of the vrave form v/ill be
made upon the plate.
This curve is the resultant of two motions in the same plane
at right angles to each other. Use may be made of thi« fact to
give a visual image of the curve direct. By having the beam of
light from the mirror play upon a long narrov/ mirror oscillated
by a cam, driven at the same synchronous cpeed as the current
in the galvanometer, the curve may bo received on a screen
in its true form.
The galvanometer of the Blondel type of oscillograph is
constructed as follows; a very small light mirror is mounted on
a silk or quartz fiber of great delicacy. Secured to the back
of this mirror by a touch of shellac, is a very light soft iron
needle. The vertical height of the mirror and needle is not of
much importance, but it is essential that the horizontal distance
from the axis of the suspension to the extremities of the moving
parts be very small. A solenoid, energised by the current to be
measured, is placed so that the needle is within the field of the
solenoid and normally parallel to its direction. The directive
force is supplied by a powerful mognet in the field of v^hich
the suspension and solenoid are placed. This strong field also
tends to make the period much shorter.
The galvanometer of the Duddell oscillograph, which is one
of the latest types, is of what is sometimes called the bi-filar
type. Pig. 9 taken from Franklin and Ksty's Elements of Electrical
Engineering, Vol. 2, shows the general construction of this type.
The galvanometer consists of two very fine wires, WW,
stretched very close together between the poles NS of a strong

magnet. A very light mirror M is attached to the wires, and
the current to be measured flows down one wire, across
connection C, and up the other wire so that the fields created
around the wires by the current flowing in them causes one
wire to be pushed forward and the other backward by the magnetic
thrust, thus deflecting the mirror. With either form of
galvanometer it is usually necessary to immerse the moving parts
in a damping fluid.
One great advantage of the oscillograph is that transient
phenomena may be recorded which it_may:,te impossible to obtain
with ordinary wave tracers.
Photographs of wave forms may be obtained from any of the
contact wave tracers in the following manner. Instead of an
indicating voltmeter, a D'Arsonval mirror galvanometer
should be used and placed in one end of a dark box. At the other
end of the box '/:ould be placed a movable photographic plate
or film, which may be moved in a vertical direction, so as
to intercept, at right angles, the beam of light reflected
Pig. 9.

from the galvanoraetor mirror. This film should be so connected
that it will move poBitively oy moving the carrier which
carries the brushes. An imago will bo formed on the plate
as in the case of the oscillograph.

14.
APPARATUS USED.
Modification of Lylo's Method.
The apparatus uood principally was patterned after that
used by the Bureau of Standards for the purpose of conducting
a series of experiraents on the magnetic losses in sheet iron.
From it the average value of an altei-nating current E.M.F.
could be obtained and hence the form factor. Also the maximum
value of the magnetic flux inducing it could be measured. In
this thesis, similar apparatus, conotructed by the Department
of Electrical Engineering, was used to determine flux and
E.M.F, wave forms.
Description of Apparatus.
Pig. 10. Fig. 11.
Figure 11 shows the apparatus as connected to the four
pole machine ready for operation. The essential part of the
apparatus consists of a rotating commutator C, Fig. 10, which

reveraoG the contact twice per cycle, thu:; in reality,
integrating through 180 electrical degrees. The commutator
is a hard rubber disk D, mounted on a shaft S, which is
connected by a flexible coupling to the shaft of the alternator
whose wave form is to be determined. This particular
commutator is built for a four-pole machine and cannot be
used on any other except in special cases as described later.
To the circumference of the commutator, are fasteneid thin
conducting strips of brass B, with gaps at two points 180
degrees apart. A carrier of brass A, having four arms, is
mounted loose on the shaft; the arms support the brushes xx
which are insulated from the carrier. Screwed fast to the
carrier is a gear wheel G, which meshes with a wor i The
carrier has a graduated circular scale which is read by an
index I fastened to the base. By means of the vrorm and gear
the brushes may be set in any desired position. The shaft of
the rotating conomutator may be coupled directly to the generator
shaft of a four pole machine running at 1800 R.P.M.
The dimensions of the machine are as follows:
Diameter of co .mutator 18.1 cm.
Width of comiTiutator 1,2 cm.
Width of gaps 0,2 cm.
Referring to fig. 12, the terminals of the generator G are
connected directly to the air transformer T. The primary and
secondary circuits of this transformer are connected to
opposite sides of the double pole double throw switch S^; the
center terminals of the B\7itch are connected to opposite brushes
a and c of the commutator G. Brushes b and d are connected to

a Weston voltmeter, through the reversing switch S , The
voltmeter must be a Weston, or such instrument whoso
defloction la ppoportional to the first power of the current.
Fig. 12.
The voltmeter is any alternating current instrument to
measure the effective value of the impressed pressure.
To plot curves of flux and electromot iveforce, the
generator is run at normal frequency and pressure, and a reading
is taken on for both positions of the switch S-j^. This gives
readings of the commutated voltage from both sides of the air-
core transformer. A series of readings is taken for successive
positions of the commutator. In practice it is sufficient to
shift the brushes only 90 degrees, corresponding to a half
cycle, since the readings repeat themselves in the second
quadrant when only the odd harmonics are present, and the
apparatus may be used only with waves of this character. This
condition means that the positive and negative lobes of the

wave shall be similar, a condition fulfilled if the magnetiza-
tion is produced by a well designed and constructed machine.
Theory of the Method.
Pig. 13.
Let ((> = magnetic flux to be determined.
T = its period.
e = instantaneous emf. induced in secondary coil,
t = time of commutation.
V = re'-\ding of voltmeter, to v/hic?! commutated emf,
is applied.
Then e = - N ----
dt
= - -i- e dt
N
, is the change in flux during the
time expressed by the limits of integration. With the apparatus
used the integration is between two reversals or a half period,
and is repeated during the following half period in the reverse
direction.
Refering to fig. 13, then, the integration is from any
time t to t + . Integrating between the above limits,

IB
0.
t -
o
Assuming the positive and negative lobea similar, it is
evident from the figure that,
therefore 2 (p
Fig. 14.
^e dt = area under potential curve.
'•t + J-
e dt
T
2
or. =
o
T
V T
= average e = V = volt, reading
and, (p^ = = k V
V may be determined by the reading of the voltmeter
when the switch is on the primary of the air transformer.
T may be calculated for each machine from the frequency. In
using with an alternator N would be the number of turns on i.he
armature, and the flux measured is the flux through the armature.
From the formula for flux as derived above, the value of
instantaneous flux is proportional to the algebraic average of

the Gmf. during the Bucceedinn; half period. Since the eraf.
wave must change sign when the flux passes through a maximum,
this maximum will be given by the average value of emf, during
a half period, beginniiig with its zero value.
In using t! is apparatus to plot curves of E.l.l.P',, the
pressure is applied to the primary of an air transformer, fig. 12,
from which secondary leads are taken to the rotating commutator
and to the voltmeter.
The flux and emf. curves may be plotted simultaneously,
by inserting the double -pole-double-throw switch, which
connects either the primary or secondary of the air transformer
to the commutator.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF WAVE FORM.
Deduction of Equation Used.
Fourier has proved that any periodic curve, like the one
shown in fig. 15 may be represented by an infinite series of
sine waves, one of which, the fundamental, has the same frequency
as the given curve and the higher harmonics have frequencies
which are multiples of it.
When the positive and negative lobes of the irregular wave
are identical, no even harmonics can be present, because such
harmonics would increase the ordinates of the positive lobe of
the fundamental wave and reduce, by the same amount, the ordin-
ates of the negative lobe; this, of course, would make the
wave unsymmetrical
.
Following Fourier's theorem, the curve may be represented
by the equation
e = d]i sin + <P,) + d^ sin (3<t-t- ^) + d^ sin (^'^+0^) etc.
where e is the value of the instantaneous pressure of the
principal, d , d , d , the amplitudes of its components, and
1 3 «J
(j)^, 0^, are the phase differences between the corresponding
harmonics and the principal.
Equation (1) may be written
e = d^cos^-j^sinoc r d-j^sin^^cosot d^cos(p^3inZioC * dgs in^r5COs3oC
+ etc
.
- (2)
Or, e = a. sin o6 + b, co3«-+ a_ sin 3ot
-f- b„ cos 3*^ -t- etc. - (3)
i i o o
where for any harmonic, the n th.
a = d_ C03 0C
n n n
b = d^ sinoc
n n n
- (4)
(5)
These coefficients a and b are the amplitudes of the
n n

component sine and coaino waves of the n th harmonic. Tho
amplitude, d^, and the phase position^, of the n th harmonic
are found as follows:
Squaring equations (4) and (5) and then adding,poop 2 p
a + b'-' = d"^ cos^oc + d aln°c
n n n n n n
= dj^ (sin^oc^ t C03^^^) = d^
therefore d^^ = * ~ " "
dividing (5) by (4)
h d. sin<=<:„
.°n_ = _n n_ ^ _ _
Equation (1) can be solved with the aid of equations (6)
and (7) if a^ and b^_^, the amplitudes of the component harmonics
are known. We mav find the values of a and b„ with the aid of
n n
tho following mathematical propositions:
n
Bin (moc) sin (noc) doc
[ - 2 (m + n) '""'"2~("m"-'n)'
y SI]
- -(8)
2 (m - n)
in {moc) cos (not.) d oC
= C _cos(ra ^- n)oc co8l.m_- nl'^Ar^ q - (9)
L 2 (m + n) 2 (m- n) J
sin^ (n«.) doc =|J^- - 1/4 sin 2 ocl = - - (10
I 2 Jo 2
cos^ (n^) doC= p^- ^ 1/2 sin 2 c<l = - -(11)
where m and n are multiples of ot. In equation (9), m and n
must be odd numbers.

22,
Tf
Multiply equation (3) by /Binocd
J.e siiiexdoc - a /sin d<K 4.
c 1
^
;7
b-j^ /cos ot 3ino<- d cX-
a^/sin 3oCsin«_doC +- etc.
TT
= ai X + + + + etc. ( see equation 9 & 10)1 o
Therefore a
1 = i" iino<-d oc -
Multiply equation (3) by /cosc^do<^
- (12)
In a similar way we get
Tf
t)n = / e cos<3<: d oC -
1 7f
- (13)
As will be seen from previous description, n is 180 degrees
or one half period. Now in order to use this in the analysis,
the distance T/2, between consecutive zero values of err.f
.
,
is divided into n
-v 1 equal parts; and vertical lines drawn at
the divisions gives n ordinates. The value of each of these
is determined from the curve. The regularity of the curve is
the basis for choosing the number of ordinates.

Application of Equations to Analysis.
The following wave form, fig. 15, is taken from the
7.5 K.W. inductor alternator, at no load, 60 cycle, 110 volts.
In order to do this with the apparatus designed for a four
pole machine, one coil of the inductor alternator was parallel
with the alternator to which the commutator was attached, and
the pressure leads to the commutator were connected to the
idle coil of the inductor alternator.
The equations derived on the preceeding pages were used
as shown in the following analysis.
Pig. 15.
Figure 15 shows the principal, fundamental, and third
and fifth harmonics, as developed later.

Fundamental Wave.
e sin oc
ft sin
-h — cos
e cos
+-
50 30 .500 25 .866 43.2
82 00 .866 71 .500 41 .0
87 90 1,000 87 0.000 0.0
77 120 .866 66.6 -.500 38.5
51 150 .500 25.5 -.866 44.1
Total - 275.1 84.2 82.6
a. = -1^ ( 275.1 ) = 91.7
3
b = -i- ( 84.2 - 82.6 ) = .534
1 3
d, =V91.7^ ,534^ = 91.7
0,= tan'-^'- = tan'-2.f3i- = tan .00583 = 0*" 20' lead
a, 91.7
In the above and following tables, e is the value of the
ordinates as taken from the curve to be analysed, oo la the
angmlar position of the ordinate with respect to the zero value
of emf
,
, and the remaining items are apparent.

Third Harmonic,
e sin oC
e sin
cos <^
e cos
-f —
50 90 1,000 50.00 .000 .00
82 180 ,000 ,00 -1.000 82.00
87 270 -1,000 87.00 .000 .00
11 360 ,000 .00 1.000 77.00
51 450 1.000 51.00 .000 .00
Total - 101.00 87.00 77.00 82.00
^3 = .1. (
3
101 - 87 ) = 4.666
= -1= ( 77 - 82 ) = - 1.666
3 3
=
~\r4!666^ t- (-1.666)^ = 4.96
<;f>3= tan~' -^2- = tan' r_ii.§G§_ ^ tB.^ - .357 = 19^40 ' lag
a3 4.666

Fifth Harmonic.
e sin cx. e cos
e sin cos <=< ^
50 150 .500 25.00 .866 43.30
82 300 -.866 71,01 .500 41.00
87 450 1.000 87.00 .000 .00
77 600 -.866 66.70- .5000 38.50
51 750 .500 25.50 .866 44.20
Total - 137.50 137.71 R5 ?0 81.8
^5 = ( 137.5
3
- 137.71) = - .07
-i- ( 85.2
3
- 81.8 ) = 1.1
d
5
o
-
1.1^' = 1.102
tan'-^S = tan = tan -11. = 84° 50' lead
e = 91 .7 sin ( 30" + 0* 20' ) +4.96 sin { 90"- 19''40')
1.102 sin ( 150" 84* 50' ) + • • • etc.

The following wave, fig. 16, ia an oscillogram taken
from a 7,5 K.V/, inductor alternator at no load, 60 cyolea
and 110 volts.
Fig. 16.
The above E.M.F. is analysed on the following pages.

Fundamental Wavo,
e sin ot_ e cos o<_
e sin ^
-t-
cos cX- 4- —
11.0 18 0.3090 3.4 0,9511 10.5
24.0 36 .5878 14.1 .8090 19.4
41.4 54 .8090 33.5 .5878 24. 3
81.0 72 .9511 77.0 .3090 25.0
yu • u 90 1.0000 90 . r\ r\ r\ r\. uuuu UU . U
86.0 108 .9511 81.8 -.3090 26,6
83.8 126 .8090 67.8 -.5878 49.3
38.0 144 .5878 22.3 -.8090 30.7
16,4 162 .3090 5.0 -.9511 15.6
Total - 444 .
9
79.2 122.2
^1 = A
5
- ( 444.9 ) = 88,98
^1
_
_1
5
- { -122.
S
-f. 79.2 ) = - 8.6
/ (88.98)^ + (-8.6)^ = 89.
(p,= tan'-^- = tan'-"-?--^- = tan '(-.0966) = 5** 31' lag
^1 88.98

Third Harmonic.
e Bin <^ e ain oc
Q sin oC cos » •
11.0 54 0.8090 8.9 0.5878 6.47
24.0 108 .9611 22.8 -.3090 7.43
41.4 162 .3090 12.8 -.9511 39.40
81.0 216 -.5878 47.6 -.8090 65.60
90.0 270 -1.0000 90.0 .0000 0.00
86.0 324 -.5378 50.6 .8090 69.60
83.8 378 .3090 25.9 .9511 79.70
38.0 432 .9511 36.1 .3090 11.70
16.4 486 .8090 ir5.3 -.5878 9.64
Total 119.8 188.2 167.47 121.97
13.68
9.1
16.4
tan'- .665 = 146* 23' lead
a = -i- (119.8 - 188.2) =
3 5
b„ =_ 1-i" (167.47 - 121.97)
5
d, = V (- 13.68)^ 9.l'
<*3 =
4. -' 03 . -I 9.1tan = tan -
—
^-^J
- 13,68

Fifth Harmonic
e sin e cos c<
e sin
—
cos —
11.0 90 1.000 11.0 0.0
24.0 180 .000 0.0 -1.0 24.
41.4 270 -1.000 41.4 0.0
81.0 360 .000 0.0 1.0 81.
90.0 450 1.000 90.0 0.0
86.0 540 .000 0.0 -1.0 86
83.8 630 -1.000 83,8 0.0
. uuu 0.0 J. • u 00 .
16.4 810 1.000 16.4 0.0
Total 117.4 125.2 119. 110.
% = 5 (117.4 - 125. 2) = - 1.56
_ 1
5" (119 - 110) 1.8
15 = V( -1.56)^ -V (1 .8)^ = 2.38
= tari' -^^ = tan"^-
1.
8— =
56
tan"' ( -1.154) = 130* 55'

31.
Seventh Harmonic.
e sin
e cx sino.
_^
COS oK^
11.0 126 0.8090 8.9 -0.5878 6.47
24.0 252 -.9511 22.8 -.3090 7.42
41.4 378 .3090 12.8 .9511 39.4
81.0 504 .5878 47.6 -.8090 65.5
90.0 630 -1.0000 90.0 .0000 00.0
86.0 756 .5878 50, 6_ - .8090 69.6
37>,3 882 . 3090 f'5.9 -.9511 79.7
38. 1008
.1. w \J v_J -.9511 36.1 11 7
16.4 1134 .8090 13.3 .5878 9.64
i OLai 159.1 148.9
=
-i-< 159.1
- 148.9) =2,04
= .1. (
5
130.34 - 159.09) = - 5.75
= V (2. 04)^ + ( -5.75)^ = 6.10
% -t= tan -2f = tana' -5.75 .1 = tan - 2,8186 = 70" 28' lag2.04

Ninth Harmonic
e sin e cos c<.
y sin
-f. \J \J ^-^v.
11 . X \.>^ 3090 3 4 Qfil 1yj . «/o JL X 10 5
24.0 324 -.5878 14.1 .8090 19.4
41.4 486 • tJ V7 J7 V/ -.5878 24.3
81.0 648 -.9511 77.0 .3090 25.0
90.0 810 1. 0000 90.0 .0000
86.0 972 -.9511 81.8 -.3090 26.6
33.8 1134 .8090 67.8 .5878 49.3
38.0 1296 — « Do fCi 22.3 -.8090 30.7
16.4 1458 .3090 5.1 .9511 15.6
Total - 199.8 195.2 109.3 92.1
^9 _1 = ( 199.8 - 195.2 ) = 0.92
_
_1_
5
= ( 109.3 - 92.1 ) = 3.44
= /(0.92)^ *. (3.44)^ = 3.56
= tan' --5- = tan
' 3.44 x
= tan 3 .7391 = 75' 2' lead
0.92
e = 89 sin (18**- S-Sl* ) ^ 16.4 sin ( 54* + 146" 23' ) +
2.38 sin ( 90" + 150'' 55') - 6.10 sin(126''- 70* 28' )
t 3,56 sin ( 162*+ 75° 2' ) • ©"t* c •



RESULTS AND COKCLUCIONS.
As previously mentioned, the commutator wave tracer was
mechanically connected, as shown in fig. 11, to the shaft of
a Westinghouse 7,5 K. W. rotary converter. This converter is
provided with a pulley
,
through v^hich it is belt driven as
an alternator by a 220 volt, 15 H.P. D.C. motor. Six taps are
taken out from the converter armature so that either single,
two, or three phase current may be obtained.
Throughout these test, one pair of the tv/o phase terminals
was used. A series of runs were taken, sending current from
the alternator through the commutator, a;? previously explained
and indicated in fig. 12. This should give the wave form of the
flux in the armature core and the form of the terminal E.M.F.
The results were similar to those shown on the curve sheet
page 43.
The terminal conditions were next varied by loads of
different combinations of resistance, capacity, and inductance,
"and b' paralleling the alternator vrith another converter of
the same size and voltage, and giving a"phantom" load by over
or imder exciting the second rotary.
Throughout all the different conditions mentioned above,
it was observed that scarcely any deformation cjuld be detected
in the wave forms, regardless of the terminal conditions tried.
In searching for a method of obtaining a distorted wave
by the use of this commutator, built for a four pole machine,
it was suggested that the Westinghouse alternator be paralleled
with the 7.5 K.W. ten pole induction alternator. Oscillograms
previously taken of the emf, of this machine showed a badly

distorted wave as ohown in fig. 16, and it vras thought that
its effect in parallel would distort^ the wave of the combined
circuit. It was found, however, that even with the rotary
driven as a loaded synchronous motor the wave form remained
as before.
The induction alternator is provided with two separate
windings which may be connected in parallel for 110 volts, or
in series for 220 volts. The rotary was next paralleled with
one of these windings and the other wa:? connected to the
commutator. The wavef^ obtained are the same as those previously
obtained by the commutator an-"! are plotted on page 53. It was
thought possible that the transformer action between the coils
of the alternator gave this condition. But the result was checked
with the oscillograph which showed a distorted wave similar to
that shown in fig. 16.
The onljA oscillograph mirror obtainable, was in very poor
condition and the writers were unable to obtain an oscillogram
of the curve given under these conditions. This hindered the
study of the-' difference of the results of the two methods, and
the writers were unable to discover and remedy the cause of
the discrepancy. For this reason but a single set of curves
are recorded in this thesis. This set, however, is typical of
all that were taken under the conditions ennumerated. There was
a slight difference in the shape of some of the curves taken
by the commutator but very small in comparison to that shovm
by the oscillograph.

Although the rosulta obtained are not entirely satisfactory
to the writers, yet a number of inte>'e8ting difficulties
and problems has been encountered which merit further
investigatioh. Owing to the lack of time, however, not all
of these difficulties were overcome.

SOURCES OF ERROR.
Since no great reliance was placed in the results thus
far obtained, very little attention has been paid to the m|nor
sources of error. Among the principal sources of error may be
mentioned:
The error due to the imperfect contact of the brushes, and
the breaking of the contact on reversing. This contact resistance
is a variable and uncertain quantity and its effect may be les-
sened by having in the circuit a sufficiently high resistance
to make the contact resistance negligible. This may be
accomplished by a very sensitive high resistance Weston
instrument. The inductance error may be made negligible by the
use of a high series resistance, or an electrometer may be
used as an indicating instrument.
Another source of error is introduced due to the fact that
if the terminals of the indicating instrument are reversed
when the emf, is passing through zero, then there is no
appreciable loss due to the reversal; but if the reversal occurs
at any other time, the reading will not be equal to the
integrated value of the emf., since certain elements in the
integration are lost during the time the circuit is broken
during reversal.
If the :"aps on the commutator are not exactly 180 degrees
apart, or the brushes spaced 90 degrees apart, or if the
brushes have a very long contact the alternator will be
short circuited momentarily, making theinstrument reading low.
ThiB condition may be ameliorated by care in the ctnstruction
arid adjustment of the apparatus.
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